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What is Fiscal Policy in India? 

Fiscal policy in India: Fiscal policy is the guiding force that helps the government decide how much money it 

should spend to support the economic activity, and how much revenue it must earn from the system, to keep the 

wheels of the economy running smoothly. 

Main objectives of Fiscal Policy in India: 

 Economic growth: Fiscal policy helps maintain the economy's growth rate so that certain economic 

goals can be achieved. 

 Price stability: It controls the price level of the country so that when the inflation is too high, prices 

can be regulated. 

 Full employment: It aims to achieve full employment, or near full employment, as a tool to recover 

from low economic activity. 

What is the difference between fiscal policy and monetary policy? 

The government uses both monetary and fiscal policy to meet the county's economic objectives. The central 

bank of a country mainly administers monetary policy. In India, the Monetary Policy is under the Reserve Bank 

of India or RBI. Monetary policy majorly deals with money, currency, and interest rates. On the other hand, 

under the fiscal policy, the government deals with taxation and spending by the Centre. 

Importance of Fiscal Policy in India: 

 In a country like India, fiscal policy plays a key role in elevating the rate of capital formation both in 

the public and private sectors. 

 Through taxation, the fiscal policy helps mobilise considerable amount of resources for financing its 

numerous projects. 

 Fiscal policy also helps in providing stimulus to elevate the savings rate. 

• The fiscal policy gives adequate incentives to the private sector to expand its activities. 

• Fiscal policy aims to minimise the imbalance in the dispersal of income and wealth. 
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Monetary Policy in India 

In India, the Monetary Policy is an important tool for the economic management of the country. The Reserve Bank 

of India (RBI) is the central bank of the monetary authority of India. it controls the supply of money and bank credit. 

It is responsible for ensuring that the banking system meets the legitimate credit requirements and not for 

unproductive or speculative reasons. 

Objectives of the Monetary 

                  Policy in India 

                  'Growth with Stability' is the backbone of the monetary policy in India. The policy helps in the regulation                          

of the availability, cost, and use of money. Here are the primary objectives of the monetary policy in India: 

Growth with Stability 

Traditionally, the monetary policy in India was focused on controlling inflation. This was done 

through the contraction of money supply and credit. However, this resulted in poor growth of 

the economy. Therefore, RBI adopted a new policy of growth with stability. In simple terms, 

this means that the RBI will provide sufficient credit for the increasing needs of the different 

sectors of the economy. Also, it will control inflation within a certain limit. 

Regulation, Supervision, and Development of Financial Stability 

Financial stability is the ability of an economy to absorb shocks and ensure that people retain 

confidence in the financial system of the country. Internal and External shocks can threaten the 

financial stability of a country and destabilize its financial system.Therefore, the RBI gives a lot 

of importance to maintaining confidence in the country's financial system through adequate 

regulation and controls. It also ensures that the objective of growth is not sacrificed. Therefore, 

we can say that the RBI focuses on the regulation, supervision, and development of financial 

stability. 

Promoting Priority Sector 

In India, the priority sector includes agriculture, export, small-scale enterprises, and the 

weaker section of the population. RBI consistently ensures that the banking system provides 

timely and adequate credit to these sections at affordable costs. 

Employment Generation  



The monetary policy of a country can influence the rate of investment and its allocation among the 

different economic activities of the country with varying labor intensities. Therefore, it helps in 

employment generation. 

External Stability 

As the imports and exports are increasing, India's linkages with the global economy are 

getting stronger. Traditionally, the RBI determined the exchange rate and also controlled 

the foreign exchange market. 

However, now RBI only has indirect control over external stability through managed flexibility. 

Through this mechanism, the RBI influences the exchange rate by buying or selling foreign 

currencies in the open market. 

Encouraging Savings and Investments 

In order to encourage people to save, the RBI offers attractive interest rates. Further, a high 

saving rate leads to investment. 

Therefore, the monetary management via influencing interest rates can mobilize savings and 

thereby investments in the country. 

Redistribution of Income and Wealth 

Since the RBI controls inflation and deploys affordable credit to the weaker sections of the society, 

it can redistribute income and wealth to the weaker sections of the economy. 

                               However, now RBI only has indirect control over external stability through managed 

flexibility. Through this mechanism, the RBI influences the exchange rate by buying or selling foreign 

currencies in the open market. 

Encouraging Savings and Investments 

In order to encourage people to save, the RBI offers attractive interest rates. Further, a high saving rate 

leads to investment. 
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